It has been estimated that an RF cavity Beam Position Monitor (BPM) could provide a position measurement resolution of less than one nanometer. We have developed a high resolution cavity BPM and associated electronics. A triplet comprised of these BPMs was installed in the extraction line of the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) for testing with its ultra-low emittance beam. The three BPMs were each rigidly mounted inside an alignment frame on six variable-length struts which could be used to move the BPMs in position and angle. We have developed novel methods for extracting the position and tilt information from the BPM signals including a robust calibration algorithm which is immune to beam jitter. To date, we have demonstrated a position resolution of 15.6 nm and a tilt resolution of 2.1 µrad over a dynamic range of approximately ±20 µm.
Introduction
The design for the International Linear Collider (ILC) calls for beams which are focused down to a few nanometers at the interaction point. This poses unique engineering challenges which must be overcome. To wit, final focus components must be effectively stabilized at the nanometer level.
Some years ago, LINX was proposed as a new facility at SLAC to support engineering studies of, among other things, stabilization techniques for beamline components [1] . One goal was to demonstrate nanometer stability of colliding beams. Located in the SLD collider hall, LINX was to reuse much of the existing hardware of the SLC and SLD. During the Nanobeam 2002 Workshop in Lausanne, Switzerland in September of that year, it was suggested that nanometer resolution beam position monitors (BPMs) could verify the nanometer level vibration stability without the LINX beam-beam collision project. The intent of our experiment is to understand the limits of BPM performance and evaluate their applicability to issues posed by the ILC.
The intrinsic resolution of a BPM is limited by the signal to noise ratio of the system: The signal voltage of the BPM is determined by the beam's energy loss to the antisymmetric transverse magnetic TM 110 mode (discussed in some detail in Section 2.1) and by the external coupling of the waveguide; the overall noise of the system comes from thermal and electronic noise as well as contamination from the symmetric transverse magnetic TM 010 mode. It has been estimated that an RF cavity BPM along with stateof-the-art waveform processing could have a resolution below one nanometer [2] .
With sufficient resolution, other beam-diagnostic measurements are also feasible. For example, a finite-length bunch having either a non-zero angle of obliquity or angle of attack (relative to the orientation of the cavity) produces a signal -hereafter referred to simply as "tilt" -which is in quadrature to the position signal produced by a simple displacement of a very short bunch. It is therefore possible to independently measure both the position and tilt of the beam by using in-phase/quadrature-phase (I/Q) demodulation of the signal from the cavity BPM: The conversion from I and Q to position and tilt is a simple rotation.
Theory of Cavity BPMs

Electromagnetic Fields in a Cavity
When a bunch transits a cavity, the field of the bunch excites the eigenmodes of the electromagnetic fields within the cavity. For the case of a cavity in the shape of a right circular cylinder (ignoring the effects of the beam pipe openings), the frequencies of the eigenmodes naturally depend on the length L and radius R of the cavity. For cavities with L < 2.03R (the case in the present experiment), the first transverse magnetic (TM) mode is the fundamental oscillation of the cavity [3] .
For beams near the center of the cavity, the TM 010 (monopole) mode has the highest excitation of all the modes, is symmetric, and is proportional to the charge of the bunch. The explicit expressions for the fields of the TM 010 mode are
H r = 0 (2)
where C is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillation, J m is a Bessel function of the first kind of order m, and j mn is the nth root of the equation J m (j) = 0; j 01 = 2.405 [4] . In general, the resonant angular frequency (ω = 2πf ) is
The fields for the monopole mode are illustrated in Figure 1 . The TM 110 or dipole mode, however, is antisymmetric and its amplitude has a strong linear dependence on the transverse offset of the beam relative to the electrical center of the cavity; the power thus has a quadratic dependence on the offset. The phase depends on the direction of the offset. The explicit expressions for the fields of the TM 110 mode are 
where j 11 = 3.832 [4] . These fields are illustrated in Figure 2 . Physical cavities have finite values for the quality factor Q: They dissipate energy in the cavity walls and also lose energy to the external waveguides and ultimately the readout electronics. Each of the cavity's resonant frequencies is therefore not simply a single frequency but rather is smeared out, and appreciable excitations can occur over a narrow band of frequencies around the eigenfrequency. The monopole mode can therefore have a finite tail at the dipole mode frequency, as illustrated in Figure  3 . These components cannot be simply filtered out.
Energy in a Cavity
The exchange of energy between the beam and the cavity depends entirely on the geometry of the cavity and the properties of the bunch rather than on the cavity material. It can be characterized by the normalized shunt impedance
where ω is the frequency, W is the energy stored in the cavity, and
all calculated for the mode of interest of the cavity. For the TM 110 mode, it is convenient to define a shunt impedance [R/Q] 0 which corresponds to a beam passing through the cavity on a trajectory offset from the electrical center by an amount x 0 ,
The energy left in an initially empty cavity after a Gaussian distributed bunch of length σ z and charge q passes through it can be calculated as [5] 
where c is the speed of the light (assuming the bunch is relativistic). The external quality factor of the cavity describes the strength of the cavity coupling to the output network, and may be expressed as
Only a portion of the energy in Eq. (11) proportional to 1/Q ext will be coupled out of the cavity. The power coming from the cavity just after the excitation is thus
assuming the stored energy over one cycle is nearly constant (i.e. the period of oscillation T = 2π/ω is much less than the decay time τ ). The voltage in an output line with impedance Z is then
Over a range out to approximately two-thirds of the beam pipe radius (depending at some level on the ratio of the beam pipe and cavity diameters, and the overall linearity of the system), the voltage is linearly proportional to the beam offset x. The terms which collectively constitute the coefficient on x thus represent the sensitivity of the BPM and can be used to predict the resolution of the system. As the energy stored in the cavity decays, the output power also decays. It is important to include here both the power going into the output network as well as the power dissipated in the cavity walls. The latter depends on the wall material and is described by the internal quality factor,
The decay is exponential with a decay constant τ which may be written as
where
The total energy coupled out from the cavity can be determined by integrating the output power,
Signals from a Cavity BPM
For a BPM system employing the TM 110 mode, a bunch of charge q, length σ z , and passing through the cavity on a trajectory parallel to but displaced from the z-axis by an amount x thus induces in the output line a voltage
where V out is defined in Eq. (14). The response of a cavity BPM to more complex beam profiles is discussed in detail elsewhere [6] . Consider a finite length bunch, the centroid of which passes through the cavity along the z-axis, but where the bunch has some angle of attack α. The response of a cavity to such a bunch is most easily understood by imagining the bunch as being comprised of a series of particles, distributed along z, and each having charge dq. Each particle's displacement x as it passes through the cavity is then z tan(α). If the bunch is Gaussian distributed in z, dq may be defined as
Some important limits can be deduced by comparing the decay time τ , the period of oscillation of the cavity T = 2π/ω, and the time required for the bunch to transit the cavity σ z /c. In the limits where T ≪ τ (equivalent to ω/c ≫ 1/2τ c), σ z /c ≪ τ , and σ z /c T , or in any case σ 2 z ω/2τ c 2 ≪ 1, Eq. (22) reduces to
Consider a beam through the center of the cavity, but on a trajectory with some angle of obliquity θ relative to the z-axis. The response of a cavity to such a beam is most easily understood by imagining the physical cavity as being comprised of many thin cavities stacked along z. The beam passes straight through each with a displacement x = z tan(θ). Defining the length of each cavity as dz, the signal dV from each is proportional to dz/L. The total signal may thus be summed by integration:
Defining
and evaluating the integral yields
The limit where T ≪ τ (equivalently a ≪ b), and the limit where the transit time for the bunch to cross the cavity L/c cos(θ) ≪ τ (equivalently aL/2 ≪ 1), Eq. (27) reduces to
In the limit of a short cavity where
However, the limit L/c cos(θ) ≪ T is not always reliable, and in such cases, V (t) deviates noticeably from a simple L 2 dependence. It should also be noted that the voltage induced in the output line by a bunch passing through the cavity on a trajectory parallel to but displaced from the z-axis by an amount x is π/2 out of phase from that induced by either a bunch of length σ z passing axially through the center of the cavity with an angle of attack α, or a beam passing through the center on a trajectory with an angle of obliquity θ:
(in the limits of α ≪ 1 and θ ≪ 1). The theory of cavity BPMs is discussed in more detail elsewhere [5, 6] .
Experimental Setup
This experiment employed three identical cavity BPMs designed at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP) [7] . A quarter view of the material 
Coupling
Slot boundaries of the BINP BPM cavities is shown in Figure 4 . The dipole mode -whose amplitude is comparatively small when the beam passes near the electrical center of the cavity -was selectively coupled out by two orthogonal slots: These slots -one each for x and y -exploited the difference in the field structure of the monopole and dipole modes to reject the tails of the monopole mode with frequencies at or near the dipole mode frequency. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .
The nominal dimensions of the cavities are detailed in Table 1 . The machining tolerances were nominally between 10 µm and 20 µm for turning (e.g. the cavity and beam pipe surfaces) and approximately 25 µm for milling (e.g. the coupling slots) [8] . In the process of mounting the three BPMs in the alignment frame however, detailed measurements of the beam pipe of each BPM were made using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The results of these measurements are listed in Table 2 Table 2 Diameter and roundness [9] measurements of the beam pipes for the three BINP BPMs. Each beam pipe was measured in three locations along z: An upstream location near the upstream vacuum flange (z = 0); a center location near the cavity at z = +35 mm; and a downstream location near the downstream vacuum flange at z = +80 mm. Each measurement was performed on a Zeiss CMM using a 290 point scan.
strongly suggest that the nominal tolerances were perhaps not achieved. The more critical measurements with the CMM of the cavity surfaces and coupling slots would require cutting the cavities open and have therefore not been performed as of this writing.
The nominal resonant frequency of the dipole TM 110 mode was 6426 MHz. Before final installation of the cavities in the alignment frame, the x and y ports of each cavity were connected to a network analyzer, and by squeezing the cavities in a particular way with a C-clamp, the x and y modes were made to be very nearly degenerate. This process resulted in TM 110 mode frequencies which were increased slightly to approximately 6429 MHz.
To these three BPMs must be added a fourth "reference" cavity whose signal was used to normalize the amplitudes from the three position cavities to remove the effects of variations in the bunch charge. This signal also provided a single reference for comparing the phases of the signals from the three position cavities. The signal from the reference cavity was split with one part being passed through a crystal detector to determine the beam's arrival time. The nominal resonant frequency of the monopole TM 010 mode was 6426 MHz. This frequency was subsequently raised to 6429 MHz so as to match the three BPMs (if the reference cavity has the same resonant frequency, phase errors resulting from an error in the determination of the beam's arrival time cancel out of Eqs. 32 and 33).
The three BPMs were rigidly mounted inside an alignment frame consisting of a cylindrical steel space frame which was designed and built at the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL). The first vibrational mode of the space frame was at a frequency of 200 Hz. The entire space frame assembly was mounted by four variable-length motorized legs and a non-motorized variable-length center strut which allowed the alignment frame to be moved in x, y, yaw, pitch, and roll. The physical layout of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 6 . The NanoBPM experiment, in situ on the extraction line at ATF, is shown in Figure 7 .
Each BPM was rigidly mounted to the endplates of the space frame by six variable-length struts, illustrated in Figure 8 , which allowed it to be moved by small amounts in x, y, z, yaw, pitch, and roll. The hexapod arrangement of the struts was inherently stiff, and coupled with the rigidity of the space frame allowed only rigid-body motion of the three BPMs to a high degree. A strut is pictured in Figure 9 .
Single bunch extractions from the ATF ring were used for all of our tests. Each ATF extraction contained between 6 and 7 × 10 9 e − at an energy of 1.28 
Waveform Processing
In order to tease out the beam's position and trajectory from the skein of raw BPM signals, precise determinations of the amplitudes and phases of the digitized waveforms were needed. In time, the waveforms were nominally exponentially decaying sine waves. Two independent methods, fitting and digital down-conversion (DDC), were employed in the determination of the amplitudes A and phases ϕ. Both are discussed in some detail below. In both, only the unsaturated portions of the waveforms were used.
For each channel i (six in all corresponding to x and y for the three BPMs), the quantities I i and Q i corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of the waveform were then calculated by normalizing each amplitude A i and phase ϕ i to the reference cavity amplitude A Ref and phase ϕ Ref , The position and tilt signals, P i and T i respectively, were then a rotation in the complex plane from I i and Q i ,
where Θ i was the IQ-phase for channel i. The quantities x, x ′ , y, and y ′ (collectively x i and x ′ i ) were then proportional to the quantities P and T :
where s i and s ′ i were the position and tilt scale factors respectively.
The IQ-phases Θ i , the position scale factors s i , and the tilt scale factors s ′ i were determined from the calibration procedure (described in section 5).
Fitting
The raw waveform V (t) from a given channel was fitted using the equation
considering the amplitude A and phase ϕ as free parameters, and where V 0 was the ADC pedestal value, ω and Γ were the frequency and decay constant of the channel in question, and t 0 was the time when the bunch passed through the apparatus. Only the non-saturated portion of the waveform was used in the fit. The time when the bunch transited the apparatus, t 0 , was determined by fitting for the midpoint of the rise of the signal from the crystal detector. The ADC pedestal value was determined by taking the mean of the ADC samples from before the pulse transited the apparatus.
When fitting for amplitude A and phase ϕ, ω and Γ were always held fixed. The values of ω and Γ for a given channel were determined as follows: Calibration data was fitted to Equation 37, considering ω and Γ as free parameters in the fit in addition to A and ϕ. The medians of these fitted values over the calibration set were then taken as the ω and Γ for the channel in question.
Digital Down-Conversion
In the digital down-conversion (DDC) algorithm, the raw waveform from a given channel was multiplied by a complex local oscillator (LO) of the same frequency ω. Low-pass filtering reduced this signal to baseband. The low-pass filter was implemented by convoluting the complex signal with a 39 coefficient, symmetric, finite impulse response (FIR), low-pass filter with 2.5 MHz bandwidth. The demodulated waveform could be written
where V (t) was the raw waveform from the ADC, V 0 was the ADC pedestal value as determined by taking the mean of the ADC samples from before the pulse transited the apparatus, ω was the frequency of the channel in question, and F was the filter vector. A series of demodulated waveforms are illustrated in Figure 11 . The complex amplitudes for a set of data were defined by evaluating D(t) at a fixed time t 1 chosen to optimize the ratio of signal to noise. If at t 1 a demodulated waveform was corrupted by saturation, the complex amplitude was evaluated early in the nonsaturated portion of the demodulated waveform and extrapolated back to t 1 using the decay constant Γ and frequency ω. . Demodulated waveforms from BPM 1, x for a data set. Each line represents a separate ATF extraction and has been normalized by the corresponding amplitude of the reference cavity. In the plot, the x axis refers to the sample number where the sample period was 10 ns.
Calibration
The calibration procedure described here determined the IQ-phase Θ i , and the position and tilt scale factors s i and s ′ i respectively for both the x and y channels of each of the three BPMs in a manner which eliminated the effects of beam jitter and drift.
IQ-Phase Determination
For a given transverse direction, x or y, the value of I or Q in any one BPM should be related by a linear equation to the values of I and Q in the other two BPMs since the 1.28 GeV beam travels through the three BPMs in a very nearly straight line:
where i, j = 1, 2, 3. We desired to find the values of the coefficients a, b and c, and d, f and g which would allow us to predict I and Q in one BPM from the values of I and Q in the other two. Repeated application of Eqs. (39) and (40) for many ATF extractions yielded a set of simultaneous equations which could be expressed in terms of a single matrix equation b = Ax, where x was a column vector comprised of the coefficients a, b and c, or d, f and g, b was a column vector of the measured values for either I or Q from a given BPM, and A was the matrix of Is and Qs from the other two BPMs. The matrix A also contained a column of 1s which allowed for the constant terms a or d. Each row of A and b corresponded to a single ATF extraction. Once A and b were known, the question became how to find the optimal solution to the equation for the coefficients a, b, and c or d, f , and g in x. We chose the method of singular value decomposition (SVD) to invert the non-square and possibly singular m × n matrix A to yield the matrix A + : This method has the property that the solution x = A + b minimizes the magnitude |Ax − b| [10] .
Once these coefficients were known, events where BPM i had been moved were then considered, and ∆I i and ∆Q i were defined as the difference between the predicted and measured values for I i and Q i respectively: Then
(i, j = 1, 2, 3) and any significant deviation from zero of ∆I i and ∆Q i was attributed to the change in position of BPM i. For pure translations of BPM i, the values of ∆I i and ∆Q i lay along a straight line defining the position axis. ∆Q i could then be regressed against ∆I i ,
and repeated application of Eqs. (41), (42), and (43) for many ATF extractions yielded sets of simultaneous equations which could each be evaluated using SVD. The IQ-phase Θ i was the arctangent of A i .
Position Scale Factors
The determination of the position scale factors s i began by noting that the trajectory of the beam between BPMs 1 and 2 was the same as that between 2 and 3, irrespective of how the BPMs had been moved. The electrical centers of BPMs 1 and 3, in their nominal positions, were used to define a coordinate axis, and BPM 2 was allowed to have an offset with respect to that axis. This is shown schematically in Fig. 12 , and may be written mathematically as where m n denotes the amount BPM n has been moved away from its nominal position by the hexapod struts, and where x 2 denotes the offset of BPM 2 relative to the axis defined by the electrical centers of BPMs 1 and 3. The BPMs were moved one at a time resulting in four linearly independent configurations. Repeated application of Eq. (44) over multiple bunch crossings covering the four linearly independent configurations again yielded a set of simultaneous equations which could be evaluated using SVD to solve for the four unknowns consisting of the offset x 2 and the three position scale factors s n .
Tilt Scale Factors
In one respect, the tilt signals were more difficult to calibrate because it was impossible to separate the contribution to the tilt signal due to the angle of obliquity of the beam from that due to the angle of attack of the bunch (both relative to the orientation of the cavity). However, the trajectory of the beam could be independently determined from its positions registered in the other two BPMs, and this in turn could be related to the angle of obliquity by a constant θ i which was the nominal orientation of the cavity relative to the electrical centers of the other two BPMs. The average angle of attack over a series of ATF extractions was assumed to be nearly constant, or in any case fluctuations were assumed to be small compared to the other terms, most notably the tilt t i of the BPM as applied by the hexa- i for a given BPM, the electrical centers of the other two BPMs defined the coordinate system. The beam's trajectory was determined relative to this coordinate system by the position signals in those two BPMs. The nominal orientation of the BPM in question relative to this coordinate system θ i , the applied tilt t i , and the scaled tilt signal s ′ i T i , added together, should equal the beam trajectory, as illustrated.
pod struts. For a given BPM, the trajectory of the beam as determined from the position signals in the other two BPMs was taken as equal to the sum of θ i , the angle of applied tilt of the BPM t i , and the scaled tilt signal s ′ i T i (neglecting the bunch's angle of attack). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 13 , and may be written mathematically as
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and i = j = k. For a given BPM, the nominal orientation and the orientation in which a known tilt t i was applied constituted two linearly independent configurations. Repeated application of Eq. (45) over multiple ATF extractions covering the two configurations again yielded a set of simultaneous equations which could be evaluated using SVD to solve for the two unknowns consisting of the angle of attack offset θ i and the tilt scale s ′ i .
BPM Resolution
Calibrated BPMs
BPM resolution was determined by measuring the residual -that is the difference between the position of the beam as measured by the BPM in question and the predicted position as calculated from the beam's position in the two other BPMs. The resolution was then proportional to the standard deviation of the distribution of the residuals over many ATF extractions.
In the right coordinate system, as detailed in Figure 14 , the y position of the beam in a given BPM can be related in a straight-forward way to the x and y positions of the beam in the other two BPMs by
where y i0 is the y offset of BPM i from the axis defined by the electrical centers of BPMs j and k, ǫ ijk is the antisymmetric unit tensor, z i are the positions along the beam line of the BPMs, and ψ ij is the angle of rotation about the z axis of BPM j relative to BPM i. To the degree that the coupling slots for x and y were not orthogonal, x i might be correlated with y i . It was therefore important to exclude x i from the regression for y i in Eq. (46) because its inclusion might have artificially reduced the measured resolution. For the specific case of BPM 2, Eq. (46) can be more simply expressed as
Additional terms could of course be added to Eq. (47) to take into account other effects, and in practice, x 
Once these coefficients had been determined, the residual was calculated as
The resolution R was then computed by dividing the standard deviation σ i of the δy i distribution by a geometric weight factor. Taking into account only the y-position terms (other terms were small by comparison),
Because the ATF damping ring involves bends and kickers which operate in the xz plane, the transverse stability of the beam was significantly better in the y direction than in the x direction. The electronics used to process the BPM signals were thus attenuated in channels corresponding to the x direction to avoid saturation by the large signals that were possible. The longest lever arm for constraining the beam's trajectory was that between BPMs 1 and 3. These two facts conspired to make BPM 2, y the channel of choice for measuring the resolution. All three of the BINP BPMs were identical to within tight machining tolerances and R i = R j = R k was assumed. For the specific case of the resolution calculated from the distribution of residuals for BPM 2, y, with z 12 = z 23 = 30 cm and z 13 = 60 cm,
The tilt resolution R Tilt could be calculated in a similar fashion by relating y ′ in a given BPM to x, y, x ′ , and y ′ in the other two BPMs. For the case of BPM 2,
and coefficients a ′ , b ′ , c ′ , d ′ , and f ′ were determined in the usual manner by using the method of SVD. The tilt residual δy ′ 2 was then defined as
If the tilt signal were due to the bunch's angle of attack, the geometrical weight factor for BPM 2 would be as in Eq. (51). If, however, the tilt signal were due to the beam's angle of obliquity, the geometric weight factor would simply be unity. Because the tilt signal was comprised of both the bunch's angle of attack and the beam's angle of obliquity, the geometrical weight factor was taken as unity for the tilt resolution R Tilt as a conservative estimate,
Uncalibrated BPMs
If the BPMs were uncalibrated, and the beam's position and tilt were not desired, the resolution could nonetheless be computed using an alternate method which evolved from the procedure used to compute the IQ-phase. This alternate method computed the resolution directly from the normalized real and imaginary amplitudes of the waveformsthe I's and Q's -from all the BPM channels, and required moving only a single BPM (usually BPM 2, y) by a known amount.
Considering only ATF extractions where none of the BPMs had been moved away from their nominal positions, the values of I and Q for the channel in question were related by a linear equation to the values of I and Q of the other channels:
The coefficients p, q, and r and u, v, and w were determined by the method of SVD as usual. Once these coefficients were known, ATF extractions where BPM i had been moved in the y direction were then considered, and ∆I iy and ∆Q iy were defined as the difference between the predicted and measured values for I iy and Q iy respectively:
Any significant deviation from zero of ∆I iy and ∆Q iy was then attributed to the change in position of BPM i. ∆Q iy could then be regressed against ∆I iy to determine the IQ-phase Θ i , as in Eq. (43).
The position scale could be calculated from the amount by which BPM i was moved. The distance from the origin to the point defined by the coordinates (∆I iy , ∆Q iy ) was related to the distance m iy by which the BPM was translated as follows:
The constant y 0 (usually close to zero) and the position scale factor s i were determined by the method of SVD. The tilt scale factor could be calculated using ATF extractions where the pitch of BPM i had been changed by an amount t iy , as follows:
The constant t i0 (usually close to zero) and the tilt scale factor s ′ i were again determined by the method of SVD.
Considering only ATF extractions where none of the BPMs had been moved away from their nominal positions, the residual was then computed as
The resolution R i was then determined from the standard deviation of the residual distribution, as in Eq. (51). The tilt residual was computed as
The tilt resolution R Normalized energy Wnorm (σz = 8 mm) (J/nC 2 /mm 2 ) -0.36 Table 3 Simulated parameters of the BINP BPMs.
BPM Output Signals, Noise, and Resolution
In order to estimate the resolution expected from the BPMs, the cavities were simulated using the electromagnetic field simulation code GdfidL [11] . Basic cavity parameters like resonant frequencies and shunt impedances needed for the calculation of the output power were estimated from the simulation. The results are listed in Table 3 .
As a means of checking the theoretical assumptions in the simulation, the total energy, normalized by the beam offset and the bunch charge, was calculated from the data on a pulse by pulse basis. The cavities were calibrated such that a bunch with charge q, displaced by an amount x from the electrical center of the cavity, corresponded to a known voltage V x at the output of the down-conversion electronics. A cut was applied to eliminate saturated waveforms. The normalized total energy was then given by
where the sum was taken over the waveform sam- Table 4 Comparison of simulated and measured parameters of the BINP BPMs and the expected resolutions calculated therefrom. Absent from these estimates and comparisons are the 20 dB of attenuation present in the x channels.
ples, ∆t was the sample time of the waveform, G was the gain of the electronics, and Z was the coaxial line impedance. In our case, N = 250, ∆t = 10 ns, and Z = 50 Ω. The calculation of the normalized energy, W norm , included only that portion of the signal due to the position of the beam in the cavity, and excluded the portion of the signal arising from any tilt that the beam may have had. The position signal was proportional to the amplitude of the rotated in-phase component of the waveform. As the magnitude of the signal remained constant under this rotation, the voltage due to the beam position alone, V x , was related to the total signal by
The charge q of each bunch was determined by the amplitude of the monopole mode signal in the reference cavity. The reference cavity in turn was calibrated from the ATF bunch charge data. Histograms of the normalized energy, W norm , are shown in Figure 15 . The uncertainty in W norm for each channel was taken as the standard deviation of the distribution over many ATF extractions. Given the close machining tolerances of the cavities, physical differences alone could not account for the variations seen in the estimates for W norm among the six channels. In addition, the ATF current monitor data was not synchronized with the BPM data, and the average amplitude over each 100 pulses had to be used. This contributed an additional uncertainty of perhaps 10-20% in the estimates for W norm for each channel. The uncertainties in the estimates for W norm were likely therefore low. However, the purpose of these estimates of W norm was merely to give some additional credence to the simulation results, and were in no way used to determine the actual resolution of the BPMs.
The decay time for each channel was calculated from the fitted value of Γ (described in Section 4.1),
The uncertainty was determined from the standard deviation of the fitted values of Γ. The theoretical decay time was calculated from Eq. (16). The peak power coming out of the cavity, P out , was then calculated assuming a bunch containing 10 10 e − at a displacement of 1 nm from the electrical center of the cavity.
From this, the intrinsic sensitivity was computed, assuming a coaxial line impedance of 50 Ω.
The theoretical gain of the signal processing electronics was computed from the specifications of the individual components. For comparison, the gain in each channel was measured by feeding a local oscillator signal into the electronics in place of the BPM output. The frequency was adjusted to match that of the cavity so as to pass correctly through the signal processing electronics. The amplitude of the digitized signal was then measured to determine the gain given a power input of −36.3 dBm. These results are shown in Table 4 . The uncertainty was taken as the standard deviation over all waveforms from a given channel.
The digital signal could then be estimated from P out using the gain and the characteristics of the digitizer. These results are shown in Table 4 under "Signal".
The thermal noise power of a system is given by
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the operating temperature, and B is the noise bandwidth. Assuming an operating temperature of 293 K and a bandwidth of 20 MHz (defined by the tightest filter in the electronics), the thermal noise power at the BPM output was found to be −100.9 dBm. The signal processing electronics both amplified and contributed to the thermal noise inherent in the output of the BPMs. This noise could be seen in the recorded waveforms as random voltage variations around the pedestal value, as shown in Figure  16 . The power spectrum of this noise, shown in Figure 17 , was found to be flat with an increase over a 20 MHz bandwidth around the final mixdown frequency corresponding to the tightest bandpass filter present in the signal processing electronics. The additional noise introduced into the system by the electronics could be predicted using the specifications of the particular components and applying Friis's formula for noise in a cascaded system [12] :
where F was the total noise factor of the circuit, F N was the noise factor of component N and G N was the gain of component N (all dimensionless ratios). Using Friis's formula, the noise figure was computed to be 3.1 dB. The theoretical response of the digitizer to the thermal noise was then calculated as the sum of the thermal noise (-100.9 dBm), the theoretical gain (39.0 dB), and the noise figure from Friis's formula (3.1 dB). These results are summarized in Table 4 .
For comparison, the noise in each channel was measured on a pulse by pulse basis by considering the first 20 samples of each waveform corresponding to the time prior to the bunch transiting the apparatus. The pedestal value for each waveform was found by taking the mean of the 20 sample values, and the voltage noise (in ADC counts) was taken as the standard deviation. The noise and associated uncertainty reported in Table 4 is the mean and standard deviation of the measured noise over many ATF extractions.
The inverse of the signal to noise ratio is the resolution of the BPM [2] . The expected resolution after the down-conversion electronics is listed in Table 4 .
The bandwidth of the cavity is defined as Figure 16 .
where f is the resonant frequency of the TM 110 mode, and where Q L is defined in Equation 17 . For comparison, the signal bandwidth for each channel was estimated by Fast Fourier Transform of the corresponding waveforms in the data. These are shown in Table 4 . The DDC algorithm employed a filter with a 2.5 MHz bandwidth -much tighter that the 20 MHz bandwidth of the signal processing electronics. The thermal noise would thus be reduced by a factor of 2.5 MHz/20 MHz. Because the bandwidths of the signals were sufficiently less than the 2.5 MHz bandwidth of the filter employed by the DDC, the signals were not thought to be appreciably reduced by the DDC algorithm. However, the reduction in noise from the DDC algorithm did produce a corresponding improvement in the expected resolution, as noted in Table 4 .
Based on simulations of the cavities and the specifications of the components in the signal processing electronics, the present experiment may thus be expected to produce a position resolution on the order of 1.8 nm.
Measured Resolution
Measurements
We present here the results from four data sets, the first taken on the evening of 11 March, 2005, the second taken during the day on 27 May, 2005, and the third and fourth taken early on the morning of 12 April, 2006.
ATF extractions with missing bunches were eliminated from each data set by requiring the reference cavity amplitude to be above a (nearly arbitary but in any case greater than zero) minimum threshold (see Table 5 ). Each data set was then analyzed using both the fitting and DDC algorithms. The analysis with the fitting algorithm was implemented in ROOT [13] , and the fitting was done using MINUIT [14] . Both position and tilt signals (
, and y ′ 3 ) were used in the regression as in Eqs. (48) and (49), described in Section 6.1. The analysis with the DDC algorithm was implemented in MATLAB [15] and the Is and Qs were used directly as in Eqs. (55) through (58), described in Section 6.2. In both cases, nine regression coefficients were determined by the method of SVD.
The data was analyzed by determining the regression coefficients, residuals, and resolution from a single regression utilizing the data set in its entirety. In order not to be at the mercy of a few pathological ATF extractions, a second analysis determined the regression coefficients, residuals, and resolution for groups of (nominally) 100 bunch crossings each.
The data were then reanalyzed after applying loose quality cuts which were choosen to eliminate the small number of poorly reconstructed bunch crossings. This meant requiring the amplitude in all channels to be below a threshold chosen to ensure that the beam was well contained within the dynamic range of all three BPMs. In the case of the fitting algorithm, an additional cut was applied to the fit quality of each waveform. These cuts are detailed in Table 5 .
For 2006, a number of minor changes were implemented to try to improve the resolution of the experiment:
Fit Quality χ 2 /N DF < 2000 - Table 5 Summary of cuts. Amplitudes are in ADC counts and refer to the time specified -t 0 for the fitting algorithm (see section 4.1), and t 1 for the DDC algorithm (see section 4.2). The cut on the reference amplitude A Ref eliminated missing pulses and was always applied. The other cuts were applied when noted (see Table 6 ). -Attenuation between the reference cavity and its electronics was reduced to increase its amplitude and improve the signal to noise ratio. -The BPMs were better centered on the beam in all directions so as to maximize use of dynamic range. -In February 2006, an improved thermal enclosure was built around the entire experiment to better shield it from temperature changes in the ATF tunnel.
A plot illustrating the characteristic x and y beam stability at the ATF is shown in Fig. 18 . Note that the beam stability was much better in y than in x; this resulted from the bends and kickers of the ATF damping ring operating in the xz plane. Table 6 summarizes the resolutions obtained from these four data sets. The correlation between the measured and predicted beam positions is shown The analysis employed the DDC algorithm without quality cuts, and the predicted beam positions were calculated from coefficients determined in one regression using the entire data set. The standard deviation of the distribution was 76.3 nm and the resolution was 62.3 nm. Note that the correlation deteriorated for beam pulses at the extremes, thus illustrating the need for the quality cuts. The analysis employed the DDC algorithm with quality cuts, and the predicted beam positions were calculated from coefficients determined in one regression using the entire data set. The standard deviation of the distribution was 22.8 nm and the resolution was 18.6 nm. Table 6 Measured resolution from four run periods using both the fitting and DDC algorithms. The data were analyzed with and without quality cuts applied. The coefficients used to calculate the residuals were determined by regressing over the entire data set and by regressing over sets of (nominally) 100 bunch crossings. fairly stable over the period the data was taken, as shown in Fig. 23 . The same conclusion attained by plotting the resolution from groups of (nominally) 100 sequential ATF extractions vs. time, as shown in Figs. 24 and 25 .
The tilt resolution was analyzed analogously to the position resolution. These results are also sum- stability is also suggested by plotting the tilt resolution from groups of (nominally) 100 sequential ATF extractions vs. time, as shown in Figure 30. 
Other Effects
Fluctuations in either the local magnetic field or the beam's energy could change the sagitta of the beam's trajectory as the beam passed through the apparatus, increasing the measured resolution of the BPM system. Assuming that the local static magnetic field was dominated by the earth's magnetic field, and that it was oriented orthogonal to the beam's trajectory (i.e. parallel to the x axis), limits on these effects could be estimated. The earth's The analysis employed the fitting algorithm with quality cuts and the residuals were calculated from coefficients determined in one regression using the entire data set. The standard deviation of the distribution and the resolution was 2.1 µrad. The lack of structure suggests the resolution was stable over the period the data was taken. magnetic field at the ATF on 11 March 2005 was determined to have a total intensity of 46,430.02 nT [16] . The low frequency magnetic fields in the ATF damping ring were measured with a pickup coil, amplifier, and digitizing oscilloscope: The 50 Hz fields were found to be approximately 120 nT, with the integrated field below 50 Hz at approximately 3 nT. Taking ∆B = 120 nT over a given data sample, the effect on the resolution from fluctuations in the local magnetic field was estimated to be 1.3 nm. The stability of the beam energy was investigated by using the measured position of the beam from the 52 BPMs in the ATF arcs. We measured ∆E/E = 0.0002 which was in excellent agreement with the design energy stability of the ATF. The effect on the resolution from this level of energy jitter was estimated to be ≈ 0.07 nm. Both of these effects were well below the computed resolution.
Five temperature sensors were distributed around each BPM assembly with two sensors on the BPM itself, two on the hexapod strut movers, and one on the mounting ring. The data from these sensors were read out on a run-by-run (as opposed to an event-byevent) basis. No correlation was seen between any of the temperature readings and the measured residual.
Limits on Resolution
In order to construct a simulated data set free of electronic noise and mechanical vibration, Eq. (48) was used to calculate an ideal beam position in BPM 2, y from the beam parameters measured in the other BPMs (the regression coefficients had to be known for the particular data being used). Starting with an actual data set, for each ATF extraction, the measured position for BPM 2, y was replaced by this ideal beam position. The amplitude and phase of each waveform from BPM 2, y were then computed from this ideal position; amplitudes and phases for all other channels were left unchanged. Decaying sine waves for each channel were then generated from the amplitudes and phases to mimic actual data. If a particular sample value was greater than the ADC maximum (16384 counts) or less than the ADC minimum (0 counts), the sample value was fixed at these limits, thus modeling the saturation seen in actual data. This simulated data was then analyzed as ordinarily using the fitting algorithm.
Amplitude and phase noise could then be added to the generated waveforms. The amplitude noise was determined on a pulse-by-pulse basis from the first 20 samples of the original waveform corresponding to the time prior to the bunch transiting the apparatus. A gaussian distributed random number with a mean of zero and a width equal to the variation in the ADC pedestal value was added to each sample of the generated waveform. Determination of the phase noise was rather more involved. Contributions to the phase noise came from both the local oscillators used to down-convert the BPM signals as well as from the digitizer. A tone at the BPM frequency was applied to the electronics and the resultant waveforms, as recorded by the digitizer, were fitted with a sine function
The contribution to the fit residual from phase noise was found to be proportional to the gradient of the waveform, and resulted in a "bow-tie" effect when plotted against phase (ωt + ϕ) between 0 and 2π: At points where the slope of the sine wave was large (ϕ = 0, π, 2π), the residual was also large. A characteristic "bow-tie" plot is shown in Figure 31 . Simulated sine waves of the same amplitude as the testtone data were generated. Thermal noise was applied by adding a gaussian distributed random number to the amplitude, and phase noise was applied by adding a gaussian distributed random number to the phase,
Performing the sine wave fit to these waveforms produced the familiar "bow-tie" effect. The size of the "bow-tie" effect was quantified by considering the standard deviation of the residuals from the sine wave fits for phases between 0 → 0.5 and 2π − 0.5 → 2π. The magnitude of the bow-tie effect was found to be proportional to the amount of phase noise added and disappeared completely if the phase noise was removed altogether, as shown in Fig. 32 . The amount Table 7 Characteristic amplitude noise and estimated phase noise for each channel.
of phase noise present in the data could then be estimated from this relation. The estimated phase noise for each channel is shown in Table 7 along with characteristic values for the amplitude noise. Table 8 shows the expected resolutions for different scenarios for each of the four data sets. Perhaps most striking, however, were the relatively small contributions from amplitude and phase noise to the overall resolution. Indeed, the contribution to the resolution from other sources was remarkably consistent over the four data sets.
The effect of reducing the attenuation in the reference cavity, and the attendant improvement in its signal-to-noise ratio, became palpable when the resolution with amplitude noise only was compared between the 2005 and 2006 data. Also particularly noteworthy was the agreement Table 8 Limits on resolution from amplitude noise and phase noise. With neither amplitude nor phase noise added back into the simulated waveforms, the resolution is virtually perfect, as expected. Each column in the table details the effect on the resolution of adding the specified type of noise to the waveform samples, performing the analysis with the fitting algorithm, and computing the residuals from coefficients determined in a single regression using the entire data set. Note that adding the resolution with amplitude noise and the resolution with phase noise together in quadrature produces the same result for the resolution as adding both amplitude noise and phase noise to the waveforms. This indicates that amplitude and phase noise are indeed uncorrelated. By subtracting in quadrature the resolution with both amplitude noise and phase noise from the best measured resolution, one may estimate the limit on the resolution from other sources, e.g. non-rigid-body motion of the triplet of BPMs.
between the theoretical expected resolution of 1.8 nm (see Table 4 ) and the resolution with amplitude noise only (the theoretical expected resolution of 1.8 nm did not take into account phase noise) for the 2006 data of 2.7 nm and 2.8 nm. This is especially true considering that the theoretical expected resolution of 1.8 nm was computed for a bunch containing 1 × 10 10 e − while in practice the ATF bunches typically contained ∼ 0.7 × 10 10 e − : Adjusting the 1.8 nm theoretical expected resolution to circumstances yielded 2.6 nm.
Conclusions
To date, we have achieved a position resolution of 15.6 nm and a tilt resolution of 2.1 µradians. The position and tilt resolutions were internally consistent with one another. Both the fitting and DDC algorithms generally produced results which were in good agreement.
A consistent picture has emerged suggesting that thermal noise and phase noise in the electronics did not ultimately dominate the measured resolution. There were, however, several additional effects, one or more of which was likely detrimental to the measured resolution at a significant level: -Machining errors resulting in a coupling slot either offset laterally from or not oriented along the diameter of the cavity would cause coupling of the TM 010 (monopole) mode to the waveguide: The Q ext of the TM 010 mode is roughly proportional to the inverse square of the lateral offset [2] . Given the rather poor measured tolerances of the beam pipe surfaces of the BINP cavities (see Table 2 ), it was easy to imagine that the TM 010 mode oscillation, a small portion of which resides at the dipole mode frequency due to the finite Q of the cavities, may have leaked through imperfect coupling slots and contaminated the dipole mode signals. -The cavities were, without doubt, elliptic cylinders (as opposed to perfectly round) causing the modes of oscillation to be non-degenerate corresponding to the semi-minor and semi-major axes of the ellipse. If the orientation of the semi-minor and semi-major axes of the ellipse were rotated relative to the x and y axes as defined by the coupling slots, a degree of crosstalk between the x and y modes would naturally have resulted. Signal due to beam offset in x may thus have contaminated the signal due to the beam offset in y, especially considering the relatively large beam instability and corresponding signal voltage in x as compared to y (see Fig. 18 ). The converse would have been true as well, but to a lesser degree since the beam tended to be much more stable in y. -Non-rigid-body mechanical motion among the three BPMs may also have contributed to the measured resolution. This mechanical motion could have had any number of origins including acoustic and ground vibrations, and thermal drift. Our method of considering fluctuations in the ADC pedestal value to determine the amplitude noise would have underestimated in the presence of either monopole mode contamination or crosstalk. These two effects have proven difficult to quantify empirically. Precise measurements of the cavity surfaces with a CMM would shed considerable light on these effects, but because such measurements would require the destruction of the cavities, they have not been performed as of this writing.
A metrology system for the three BPMs has recently been installed. Mounted on each BPM are three NanoGrid Model A Hi-Resolution systems manufactured by Optra Inc. [17] . The Optra NanoGrid is an xy metrology system that measures the position of a combination laser/sensor relative to an optical encoder grid. A zero-coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) carbon fiber metrology frame supports the optical encoder grids. Each laser/sensor of the NanoGrid A Hi-Resolution system is capable of measuring planar displacements with a resolution of 0.3 nanometers relative to its encoder grid. By using three NanoGrid systems per BPM, the overall position and orientation in space of each BPM can be precisely determined relative to the carbon fiber metrology frame. The metrology system is illustrated in Fig. 33 . This system should make possible an evaluation of the non-rigid-body mechanical motion among the three BPMs and in particular that part due to thermal drifts. Tests with the new metrology system are in progress as of this writing.
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